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Signe Westerberg for Liverpool
 

30th May, 2012. 

 

The General Manager 

Liverpool City Council  

Locked Bag 7064, 

LIVERPOOL BC 1871 NSW 

 

cc.Julie Hately. 

 
Ref:  2011/5836

 

 Dear Sir/Madam, 

Thank you for the opportunity to read and comment on the Drafts.  I commend council staff on the 

effort and information they have provided and feel there is much that is in the documents that 

basically similar matters at different

function of council. 

I note that there is an increase proposed 

suggest an opportunity to increase rates the reality is

bookings than it can fill, it would be prudent not to make leasing rooms more difficult for 

by pricing them out of reach. This 

interest in the CPAC on most levels

It is also possible that an income

mentioned on numerous occasions in many forums

forethought is given to a Visitors centre to replace the one removed some years ago whilst in 

administration. A visitor’s centre would allow council to sublease a cafe

promoting our particular strengths and historic sites. 

don’t have the desire to attract people

Business is important to our growth as a regional city however not encouraging peo

other than to work is limiting and promoting local landmarks etc helps build a sense of pride in ones 

location. 

One thing that is sorely lacking in Liverpool is a larger vision, one that unites the community and 

whilst I understand such a vision is costly we 

funding became available we don

property.  If there is a vision beyond those things I feel it isn

incoming council will. 
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you for the opportunity to read and comment on the Drafts.  I commend council staff on the 

they have provided and feel there is much that is in the documents that 

different locations carried over.  This I believe is a normal and expected 

I note that there is an increase proposed for the leasing of rooms, whilst the present economy 

suggest an opportunity to increase rates the reality is, unless council is receiving 

it would be prudent not to make leasing rooms more difficult for 

his can be said of CPAC however I note there appears to be growing 

interest in the CPAC on most levels according to the quarterly review. 

It is also possible that an income albeit small could be gained by promoting Liverpool and although 

mentioned on numerous occasions in many forums including this in the past no particular 

forethought is given to a Visitors centre to replace the one removed some years ago whilst in 

centre would allow council to sublease a cafe style gift shop whilst 

promoting our particular strengths and historic sites. We have the land and the location, it seems we 

people to Liverpool who don’t want nor need to set up a business.

Business is important to our growth as a regional city however not encouraging peo

and promoting local landmarks etc helps build a sense of pride in ones 

ly lacking in Liverpool is a larger vision, one that unites the community and 

understand such a vision is costly we aren’t aiming at anything in particular and if by chance 

funding became available we don’t seem to think further than purchasing buildings and selling 

property.  If there is a vision beyond those things I feel it isn’t being presented as such an
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you for the opportunity to read and comment on the Drafts.  I commend council staff on the 

they have provided and feel there is much that is in the documents that is 

is a normal and expected 

leasing of rooms, whilst the present economy may 

 more requests for 

it would be prudent not to make leasing rooms more difficult for residents 

note there appears to be growing 

oting Liverpool and although 

no particular 

forethought is given to a Visitors centre to replace the one removed some years ago whilst in 

style gift shop whilst 

have the land and the location, it seems we 

t want nor need to set up a business. 

Business is important to our growth as a regional city however not encouraging people to stop here 

and promoting local landmarks etc helps build a sense of pride in ones 

ly lacking in Liverpool is a larger vision, one that unites the community and 

at anything in particular and if by chance 

g buildings and selling 

t being presented as such and hope an 
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I appreciate that there was significant call last year for comparative figures and I believe this has 

been addressed. 

It can be said the predicting carbon price impacts would not be easy and that should the situation 

arise that council has overstated or perhaps even understated impacts that the next draft review 

would reflect this with the same vigour.  

In that in these documents it is not mentioned that excesses or funding that remains after a project 

is complete for many reasons, clearly as they aren’t known until the project is complete it concerns 

me greatly that these funds are regularly redirected on the floor of council without seeking advice 

from bodies in council who can confirm or reject assertions made by the proposer. Money left over 

from projects should not be considered ‘slush funds’ for councillors (individually or collectively) to 

allocate to projects not having been properly assessed by trained personnel or lacking due diligence. 

It has the unpleasant feel of vote buying/pandering and needs to be discouraged. 

I am encouraged to read and hear from different parts of the organisation that a move to clean 

energy and sustainable delivery are in place however I didn’t see any direct funding of that in the 

budget.  I also accept that considering the depth of detail I may have missed it and ask that such 

could be highlighted for me if possible. Other councils are making major moves to be sustainable and 

while I know it isn’t cheap the cost savings over time make it more than beneficial especially in that 

they can and do attract significant State and Federal grant funds. 

One hopes that over time the backlog on infrastructure will lessen rather than continue to grow at 

what appears to be $10million per year (I use the $200M quoted in 2008 and the recently quoted 

$240M).  

Once again thank you for the opportunity, I have not singled out individual issues and have largely 

kept my comments general in the hope that the officers who work on providing the information do 

so with more knowledge of the situation than I do, for instance Bobbin Road at Sadleir is a busy 

access road and a bus route, it’s condition is appalling however it seems not to make the grade for 

improvement and that is perhaps that other roads are of more urgent need.   

 

Kind regards, 

 

 

Signe Westerberg (Mrs) 

Resident, Business Owner and proud Liverpudlian. 

 


